Finding a QUALIFIED Contractor

NADCA provides the following tips to help homeowners hire a qualified contractor for their HVAC system and air duct cleaning needs.

Visit nadca.com to find a NADCA member near you.
QUALIFICATIONS

Ask for proof of NADCA membership and certification and visit NADCA’s Find a Professional Directory at www.nadca.com to verify NADCA membership.

Ask for proof of insurance.

Make sure the contractor can provide proof of proper license(s), as applicable.

ASSESSMENT

Ask the contractor to assess and explain the service to be provided.

CLEANING

Ask the contractor to specify which components will be cleaned as part of the service, such as the air ducts (the supply and return), coils, drains, registers, grills, etc.

Verify that the contractor will limit the release of dust, dirt and debris into your home during the cleaning.

Make certain that the contractor will use both agitation and vacuum collection while cleaning.

Ask the contractor to inform you if any chemicals will be used as part of the cleaning, and provide a safety data sheet for products used.

QUESTIONS? BE SURE TO ASK YOUR CONTRACTOR!

For more best practices and information, visit nadca.com